WW Newsletter #106:
Joyful stories of learning through SWI
Pete Bowers, Feb 28, 2022 (updated March 7)

Headlines
• Upcoming SWI Workshops in March/April - and Nueva SWI
Institute News
• Links to new presentations/research related to SWI
(including new paper on the matrix)
• Joyful stories of learning through SWI

Details

For all courses except the Nueva Institute, email me
<peterbowers1@mac.com> to register.
Descriptions of all of my on-line courses are HERE.
3-Session Tools of SWI course (2 hrs ea.)
Tuesdays, March 8, 15, & 22 (7:30 pm - 9:30 pm EST; 4:30 - 6:30 PST)
Cost: $120 USD. Click HERE for more info & registration
2-Session General SWI Course (3.5 hrs ea.)
Saturdays March 12 and 19
North Am: 11:00 am - 2:30 pm (EST); 8:00 am - 11:30 am (PST)
Europe: 4:00 pm - 7:30 pm (London)
Cost: $200 USD. Click HERE for more info & registration

Upcoming Workshops
I just nished a round of my on-line SWI courses. The
reaction has been wonderful. I’m psyched about the next
ones which have been organized by groups seeking a
speci c course at a time that ts their time zone. If none of
these work for you, see a description of all my courses HERE
and contact me to make the course you want happen for
your schedule.
Some context for choosing a course
There is no order these courses need to be taken in.
However, the "Tools of SWI" course and the "General SWI
Courses" have been particularly popular for getting started in
SWI. That means I have not been doing the "Spelling-Out
Orthography" or the "Morphology & Etymology" courses as
frequently. These are both important courses that dive into
more detail on the topics and practices. If these times work
for you, just know they are not o ered as frequently.
Announcing the 9th Annual Nueva SWI Institute with
Pete Bowers & Rebecca Loveless (on-line)
June 20–June 24, 2022 (10 am - 4 pm PST; 1pm - 7pm EST)
•
•
•

Upcoming on-line SWI Workshops with Pete

3-day Introduction only (Mon-Wed)
3-day Advanced only (Wed-Friday)
5-day Full SWI (Mon-Friday) for novices or experts

2-Session Spelling-out Orthography (2-hrs ea)
North America: Sundays, March 27 & April 3 (6:00 pm - 8:00 pm EST; 3:00 5:00 PST)
Australia: Mondays, March 28 & April 4 (9:00 am - 11:00 am Melbourne time)
Cost: $90 USD. Click HERE for more info & registration
2-Session “Morphology and Etymology” course (2-hrs ea)
Thursdays March 17 & 24 (7:30 pm - 9:30 pm EST; 4:30 - 6:30 PST)
Cost: $90 USD. Click HERE for more info & registration
Mondays Mar 21, 28 (Skip a week for spring break) and Apr 11, 18, 25
5-Session “General SWI” course (1.5-hrs ea) Mondays Mar 21, 28 (Skip a
week) and Apr 11, 18, 25 (No yer - but description of course HERE)
Shenzhen, China:
5 pm - 6:30 pm (Course planned for a school here.)
Bangkok, Thailand: 4 pm - 5:30 pm
Australia:
8 pm - 9:30 pm (Melbourne) 5 pm - 6:30 pm (Perth)
London, UK:
9 am - 10:30 am
North America:
5 am - 6:30 am (EST)
9th Annual Nueva SWI Institute with Pete Bowers & Rebecca Loveless (online)
June 20–June 24, 2022 (10 am - 4 pm PST; 1pm - 7pm EST)
3-day Introduction only (Mon-Wed)
3-day Advanced only (Wed-Friday)
5-day Full SWI (Mon-Friday) Institute for novices or experts
Click HERE for more info & registration
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This annual workshop has
launched so many teachers
and schools into SWI. Unlike
my own courses, these online sessions are recorded
and made available each day
so that people can attend
from any time zone.

to join. There is no sign-up, just show-up. Bring your
questions or just listen in.
Pete Presenting for PATOSS annual (on-line) conference in
the UK (April)

Special Guests!
This is always a highlight of this institute. Details are being
sorted out, but this year we plan to have the authors of two
spectacular new books that are so relevant for those working
with SWI.
I see Sue Hegland’s Beneath the Surface of Words
(Click HERE) and Gail Venable's Backpocket Words (Click
HERE) as must-have books for those working with SWI. In
terms of teacher training, I'd say Hegland's book should be
required reading in faculties of education for literacy
instruction.
In our sessions, Rebecca and I will plan orthographic
investigations that link directly to word families and
orthographic concepts in these books. The authors will then
walk us through their texts to re ne our understanding of the
concepts and word families studied.
Also, it looks like the great Carolee Fucigna (retired Nueva preschool teacher) can return to present on SWI in the beginning
years of formal literacy instruction.
Click HERE for more info & registration
Free weekly SWI Digital SWI Drop In Sessions Mondays at
5pm EST
I launched these sessions at the beginning of the pandemic,
and have now hosted over 90 of them. They have been so
productive that I plan to keep going inde nitely. Click HERE
for a document describing these sessions and the Zoom link

I am honoured to be invited to present a 90 minute seminar at
the annual conference for PATOSS along with major gures in
the research such as Maggie Snowling. PATOSS is described
as one of the leading UK organisations specializing in
supporting students with SpLD (e.g. dyslexia and other
issues).
Delegates will be able to access all seminars/presentations
from 1st April 2022. I will also be participating in a live Q & A
follow-up panel on the conference day, April 23.
See more on this conference HERE. There you can nd a 3min
video in which I introduce my talk along with videos from other
presenters. My talk addresses key facts about how English
orthography works as it is taught by those working with SWI
and Real Spelling, and the research and theory that supports
this practice.
If you are interested in that research, this piece (Bowers, 2021,
Feb) provides my most detailed writing on these topics.
New research is rst to speci cally look at the matrix
Melvin Ng, Peter N. Bowers and Je rey S. Bowers (2022). A
promising new tool for literacy instruction: The morphological
matrix. PLOS One, 1-18. https://doi.org/10.1371/
journal.pone.0262260
We are delighted to have our rst paper looking at the e ect of
the matrix. This is an open access journal, so feel free to
download the paper from the link above and share as you
wish. See the abstract below:
Abstract
There is growing interest in the role that morphological
knowledge plays in literacy acquisition, but there is no
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research directly comparing the e cacy of di erent forms of
morphological instruction. Here we compare two methods of
teaching English morphology in the context of a memory
experiment when words were organized by a x during study
(e.g., a list of words was presented that all share an a x, such
as <doing>, <going>, <talking>, <walking>, etc.) or by base
during study (e.g., a list of words was presented that all share a
base, such as <doing>, <done>, <redo>, <undo>). We show
that memory for morphologically complex words is better in
both conditions compared to a control condition that does not
highlight the morphological composition of words, and most
importantly, show that studying words in a base-centric format
improves memory further still. We argue that the morphological
matrix that organizes words around a common base may
provide an important new tool for literacy instruction.
Given the oddly rare referencing of the matrix as a tool for
morphological instruction as I describe in Bowers (2021, Feb),
this paper provides needed new empirical evidence
supporting the indirect theory and research pointing in the
same direction.
Interview with Pete on SWI with “Go Dyslexia Podcast with
Dr. Erica Warren (Click HERE for the video)
I was delighted to be invited to talk with
Dr. Warren about Structured Word
Inquiry on her podcast. We go into detail
about orthography and how we can help
all students, but especially those who
struggle, by explicitly teaching how our
writing system works.

Joyful stories of learning resulting from these courses
I get many inspiring messages from participants in my courses
and parents of students I tutor. I often ask for permission to
use them in public spaces, but the kind of ‘testimonials’ I
value have to show how the content of instruction resulted in
the joyful learning. Such comments are usually too long to
make use on on yers etc.
I’m using this opportunity to share a sample of these
messages. I have done some light editing on some of these
messages for clarity and typos as they were not originally
written to be shared, just excited emails written to me.
“I am really enjoying your SWI Tools class. Not only are my
students responding well to this, but it has really invigorated my
teaching. I feel so much more excited doing lessons and listening
to the questions and thoughts the students have. My daughter
has also started using it in her class of 4th graders.”

The comment above is from a tutor coming from an O-G
background who encountered SWI through the Dyslexia
Training Institute (See their excellent annual virtual conference
in April HERE.)
This next message is from a tutor who is new to SWI this year,
and has studied in a couple of courses with me and often
attends my free drop-in sessions even though it is very late for
her time zone! The story about her student is inspiring. Also,
her title perfectly captures a message about SWI that I try to
address in all my sessions, and in my research.
She writes…

Click HERE for the website for the podcast with many related
links to the discussion.
This video came out in November, 2021, so this is not brand
new. I've had a few people tell me that they found it very
helpful for their understanding after my workshops, and some
came to workshops because they saw it. See what you think.

I think I'd title this ‘I came for morphology. I stayed for
phonology.’
I have to tell you that I found my way to SWI because I was
looking to learn more about morphology and how to teach
pre xes, su xes etc to kids. But what got me hooked on SWI
was the fact that it could answer all the questions that phonics
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couldn't answer. I am more and more committed when I see how
much it can do.

These things happen often. I thought I'd share this one because
it's straight from your book.

I currently work one-on-one all day in the classroom with a
child who is nine. At the beginning of the school year, she only
knew her letter names and sounds and could laboriously sound
out cvc words. The good thing is that I have a lot of leeway in
how and what I teach her. I have been amazed how much SWI I
am able to do with her. I waited until November to do your "in the
family" exercise. [An activity in my "Tools of SWI" course and the
"General SWI" courses.] I got pictures of family and friends from
the mom and we sorted them into immediate family, extended
family and friends. I then gave her post-its with the <hop> family
along with the words "shop" and "chop." When I gave her
<chop>, without missing a beat, she told me that it had an <o>
and <p> like hop, but it didn't have an <h> like <hop> because it
had a <ch>. Even she got it. Since then, we have been making
word sums and looking at bases and su xes and doing word
hunts in picture books. She even noticed and asked about the
<e> in dancer because we had talked about how a silent, nal
<e> is replaced by a vowel su x. She is blossoming because she
is nally experiencing success at school.

Thanks for putting it together!

From a teacher/tutor who has been working with SWI for
some time…
Here's another example (of many) where a student led a
discussion beyond the given directions.
We were working with the matrices in your book that show
reasons for keeping a <y> in words. It's the page with compound
words. We looked at <busybody.> He asks if we can make it
plural and would the <y> change to <i>. Even though <es> was
not on the matrix, he was still thinking "outside the box." He easily
answered his own question and did the same with <cry + baby/i +
es.>
I love that this method piques the interest of students who
formerly found spelling confusing and maybe even irritating.

The above message is from Deb Plotzcik who describes her
background this way...
My educational history - I was a classroom teacher and
educational therapist who used phonics; after our school closed
down, I started tutoring privately with phonics/OG programs. I
discovered Structured Word Inquiry in the rst Dyslexia Training
Institute online conference with you as one of the presenters, and
eventually switched to working with morphemes and meaning
rather than primarily sounds and syllables. It’s been a dramatic
change.

I nd all the above messages inspiring, but I was
particularly moved by this next one from Joanna Forsha since
she was so new to SWI when she wrote it.
When I asked her permission to share this message, she
explained that she had been working with SWI for 4 months
when she wrote this message during my "Tools of SWI" class.
She explained that she teaches a self-contained second
grade, Language Arts, Math, Science and Social Studies.
Here is her message...
Due to the pandemic all students at my school have been invited
to summer school this year. With that being said, summer school
has provided me with an amazing opportunity to use Structured
Word Inquiry (SWI) to impart powerful learning experiences to my
second and third grade students.
Last week, I introduced the concept of replacing the nal nonsyllabic <e> and doubling using the owcharts Pete exempli es in
his book. The results of the student responses were beyond
amazing!! Two students who are at an early Kindergarten reading
level are able to now use the owchart to help add su xes to
words. I had one student who was sitting quietly at his desk
suddenly yell out, "NOW I GET THIS, THIS IS COOL." I had one
student who is not very interested in school and is on an
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academic intervention plan, who grasped the concept of how to
replace the nal non-syllabic <e>. When we were nished with
the activity she asked to take it home with her so she could share
it with her family. My students who need more enrichment than
intervention are more engaged in school as well. They are
searching in books for words with su xes.
Today we spoke of the concept of <w> at the end of the word.
Students started asking questions. We were discussing the letter
<w> and how it could be confused for the letter sequences <vv>
and <uu>. One student (who has severe learning disabilities)
asked me two amazing questions.
Do we double the letter if the word ends with <v>?
Is it true that we don't double <w>?
[Learn more about this story of the letters <v>, <u> and <w> from
the free sample theme "Learning from Love" in the on-line Real
Spelling Tool Box 2.]
Even more exciting, the children are bound and determined to
prove me wrong. They want to nd a word that ends in a single
<v>. Students walked down the hallway to lunch thinking of
words that end with <v> and vowel digraphs <ow>. <aw>. and
<ew>. They were trying to stump me and were plotting to go
home and look for new words.
The student response I'm getting from SWI is astounding. My
students are feeling empowered and I love it! I have taught for
26 years and in that time, I've never seen students so excited to
study words or ask questions for that matter. I am so grateful for
the courses I am taking and the light bulbs that have been lit from
this new way of understanding of the English Language.

When I rst asked for permission to share the above message,
Joanna follow-up with this message...
We took kids through ow charts for nal non-syllabic <e> and
today we did doubling. STUDENT RESPONSES, PARTICIPATION,
ANSWERS, NOTICINGS… WERE POSITIVELY
ASTOUNDING!!!!!!!!!

They keep asking for more! I'm totally psyched. I took videos and
pics!!!

I am working with Joanna to see if we can get permission from
kids and parents to share any of these pictures or videos.
Hopefully I will be able to share some of that soon.
Some responses to my on-line tutoring in SWI
After a second tutoring class with an 8-year-old who had
serious spelling di culties, I got this message from the mom.
S came up with the word ‘grave’, while in the car over the
weekend, I think we had just driven past a church. He said ‘grave’
has an ‘e’ like ‘have’, just as a passing comment. That is an
amazing change, he must be thinking about words. We will get
searching for e’s this evening, as there was not much quiet time
at the weekend.

When I asked about sharing the quote, she wrote…
I would be delighted if the quote is useful, very happy for you to
use it. My heart jumped for joy in the car when I heard S. talk
about spelling, amazing, truly magic!

This comment may need some context. The reason this
student’s observation of the spelling of “grave” makes sense
is that we had started to look at some of the jobs of the nal,
non-syllabic <e> beyond signaling the pronunciation of a
single vowel letter grapheme. What made this observation so
exciting for the mom was that previously her son was so
frustrated with anything to do with spelling that he would
never think about the spellings of words unless forced to. The
fact that S just thought about the word “grave” in his head
because they passed a church told her that the detailed
orthographic work S was engaged with in our sessions was
making him think about these ideas on his own just for fun.
This transformation in motivation is so crucial, especially for
someone who seems to have succumbed to a sense of
learned helplessness in spelling/reading.
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Here is a message from another parent from some time ago..
I want you to know that the work you have done with Charlie is
truly priceless to myself and my husband! Charlie is reading - not
perfectly, not everything - but he is con dent and willing to try
with words he doesn’t know, and it is absolutely amazing to me to
see this wonderful progress.

I have shared that
lovely message
before. I wanted to
share again as it
gives context for
the other student’s
interest in the jobs
of the Final, nonsyllabic <e> that has been such a rich exploration for Charlie. I
highly recommend you read THIS POST on Real Spellers
where I provide more about Charlie’s story and our quest for
as many jobs of the nal, non-syllabic <e> that we can nd.
We found yet another job in our most recent session! The post
linked above shares a favourite story. Charlie was very weak in
even naming letter names when we started. It was his initial
excitement in nding su xes (then other morphemes) that
drove the transformation of his ability to identify letter names.
Summing up…
Notice how speci c the testimonials above are about the
orthographic content these students are learning and how
their understanding is motivating these learners in ways
previous instruction did not. This is the kind of anecdotal
evidence that matches so well with what I see in the research
regarding the e ects of morphological instruction bringing the
greatest bene ts to the younger and less able students. (For a
summary see Bowers, 2021, Feb.).

Clearly literacy learning requires students to play close
attention to the orthographic concepts they are taught. Active
engagement is needed to e ectively build "mental
representations" of how the spellings, pronunciations and
meanings of words are bound together.
Ehri's (2014) theory of orthographic mapping, Perfetti's lexical
quality hypothesis (2007), and our binding agent theory of
morphology (Kirby & Bowers, 2017) are just some examples of
theories of learning to read and write that make this explicit
claim. This understanding that explicit attention of the learner
to the to-be-learned content is also central to cognitive load
theory (Sweller, 1998; Schnotz & Kurschner, 2007) which is a
theory of any kind of learning. Not only do we need to get the
content of instruction right. We also need to provide learners
with a motivation to put the work into paying close attention to
what we teach. [Note, in my “Spelling-Out Orthography”
course I address cognitive load theory and how SWI practices
follow the instructional suggestions from this theory. See more
on this HERE.]
The stories shared here re ect my argument that "nothing
motivates like understanding." It is the orthographic
understanding these teachers and tutors o er their students
sparks the joy and excitement we see — and in turn motivates
further study in and outside of formal literacy lessons. The joy
is greatest for those who have been struggling with the feeling
of helplessness that comes from repeated failure to
understand.
With that, I thank you for your attention!
Pete Bowers
February 28, 2022

Of course SWI is not "morphological instruction" but rather
instruction about how English orthography works. This
requires not only instruction about morphology - but also
about how morphology interrelates with phonology.
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